
Running Paging Slips   

Title and Item Paging Lists are found in Sierra Notices 

Each library needs to run two paging list jobs at least once daily when open to retrieve items in their 
collection for a.) pickup at your library, or b.) to place in delivery to fill a hold elsewhere. 
 

 TITLE PAGING LISTS (the bulk of requests) 

If you encounter a printing error and clear the entries, restart the job and reprepare. 

  

 ITEM PAGING LISTS (fewer; these are typically placed by staff) 
 

Instructions 
 After choosing Notices from the functions drop-down menu, a table of MCFLS notices will appear. You 

can sort ANY column using the column header. Sort by NOTICE TYPE to see all BIB PAGING LISTS (and 

also ITEM PAGING LISTS).  

 Keep in mind, you can SORT any column in the Notices table using the column header. 

 Always scan to check in items you retrieve from your shelves. This updates the item STATUS field 

 Just so you know, MCFLS runs many notices on behalf of members (all levels of overdue, bills, fines, etc.) 

 

 

      

 Highlight your notice job, and click Prepare. 

 You will be prompted to select your printer 

 

 After selecting an email or local printer, Sierra will 

display notices in the bottom half of the screen.  

 

 Click Send Notices to the Printer. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Printing 
 

Print to Email 

 Click on email printer to select it. Click Print. 

 Type in email address. Click Print. 

 Once notices are in the queue, Click on Send Notices and OK. 

 A new message will appear in the selected email inbox. 

 

Print to a Local Printer 

 Click on local printer to select it. Click OK. 

 Select the printer. 

 Click Print. 

 Click Print again. 

 Check that all the paging slips shown in the print queue were actually printed.  

 Click Yes to Clear All Print Notices. 

 Do not clear the notices if the notices did not print. The process can be duplicated to reproduce the 

items and print them. 

 

 

Regenerating Slips 
At times it may be necessary to regenerate the slips after they have been cleared from the system. You can regenerate a 

list of paged items or items on hold by following the steps below. Original slips cannot be regenerated.  

  

 Select View Outstanding Holds from the functions drop-down menu. 

 Note: View Holds mode is one day behind. If you want today's hold notices, perform this task both 

the day of missing slips and the following day to ensure all requests are caught.  

 Generate a list limited to holds placed before the date in question.  

 Set Pickup Location to ALL. 

 Press the View Outstanding Holds button. 

 Sort the list by Location. 

 Choose Print and select the Email Printer. 

 From the email, copy/paste the relevant section for your library and process accordingly. 

  



Example of a Title Paging List 
Below is an example of a library’s title paging list printed out.  The way such a list is constructed is tied 

back to the Notices job for the paging lists and specifically how the notices are SORTED! 

 

 
 
SORTING OF YOUR LIBRARY’s PAGING LISTS: 

Sort of the paging lists is typically set up based on the library’s physical organization of its collection. 
The goal is to make it easy for the persons pulling items off the shelf to do so in an efficient, 
streamlined fashion.  Anyone coding item records should keep this in mind?  
 
For example, library may have a MARC 082 call number as well as a non-MARC ‘c’ call number for 
different types of materials. The OPACMSG field is often used to showcase “NEW” titles.  
 
Here is an example of a library’s SORT FIELDS set up for its Title Paging Lists. 
 

 

 


